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This delightful little story tells of a young girl's time with her grandmother as she relates a legend of

where hummingbirds come from. Where Hummingbirds Come From may well become an all-time

children's classic. A perfect book for young children. Please Note: This audiobook is in English and

Chinese.
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Where Hummingbirds come from is a cute children's tale of how a grandmother tells a child how

hummingbirds turned up in her garden and entertained her. The story is simple, the writing flowery,

and the tale charming. I like the English-Chinese version - great material for language learners.

I've been looking for a way to study Chinese characters on my Kindle without having to memorize

boring charts showing radicals and stroke order. This book and the others in the series are the

perfect way to learn characters without having to think too hard. Thank you, and please write more!

Just unfortunate this has only English and Chinese characters, no pinyin. So useful to students of

Chinese who know the characters! Not those who don't.

A nice story with beautiful illustrations, which helps readers understand the language they are

learning. It is a good book for people who are learning Chinese or English.
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